Name:_______________________________

Date: ________ Period____

Agents of Erosion
1) Define Agent of Erosion.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
2) Describe the characteristics of a region that has large amounts of wind erosion.
16 Salt deposits are found in the surface bedrock

21 The block diagram below shows a displacement

______________________________________________________________________________________
of rock layers.
near which New York State location?
(1)
Oswego
(3)
Old
Forge
______________________________________________________________________________________
(2) Syracuse

Cliff

(4) Albany

17 The photograph below shows a sand dune that

3) Indicate the direction
wind
formedof
in the
a coastal
area. that created the dune pictured below.
Sandstone

La

ke

Weak
shale

Which process describes the downward sliding of
the rock material?
(1) tidal changes
(3) mass movement
(2) glacial erosion
(4) lava flow

This sand dune was most likely formed by
(1) water flowing from the left
4) Define Talus.
(2) water flowing from the right
22 The presence of which index fossil in the surface
(3) wind blowing from the left
______________________________________________________________________________________
bedrock most likely indicates that a forest envi(4) wind blowing from the right
ronment once existed in the region?
______________________________________________________________________________________
(1) Aneurophyton
(3) Centroceras
18 What is the origin of fine-grained igneous rock?
(2) Cystiphyllum
(4) Bothriolepis
(1) lava that cooled slowly on Earth’s surface
5) Define Mass Wasting.
(2) lava that cooled quickly on Earth’s surface
23 Which two types of rock are most commonly
(3) silt that settled slowly in ocean water
______________________________________________________________________________________
found as outcrops in New York State’s Newark
(4) silt that settled quickly in ocean water
31 The diagrams below represent four differentLowlands
examples
of one process
landscape
region? that transports sediments.
______________________________________________________________________________________
(1) rock salt and gypsum
19 Why does the oceanic crust sink beneath the
(2) limestone and granite
Soil
Mud flow
Rock fall
6) 21Identify
the types of
mass crust
wasting
below.
continental
at acreep
subduction
boundary? Debris flow
The block diagram below shows a displacement
face bedrock
(3) gneiss and quartzite
of rock layers.
?
(1)
The
oceanic
crust
has
a
greater
density.
(4) conglomerate and sandstone
Forge
ny
Cliff
(2) The oceanic crust is pulled downward by
Earth’s magnetic field.
nd dune that
24 Which processes most likely formed the shale
(3) The continental crust has a more mafic combedrock found near Ithaca, New York?
position.
Sandstone
ke
La
(1) uplift and solidification
(4) The continental crust is pulled upward by the
Weak
(2) burial and compaction
Moon’s gravity.
shale
(3) heat and pressure
(4) melting and recrystallization
20 Based on fossil evidence, most scientists infer that
Which process describes the downward sliding of
Gradual
downhill
Rapid downslope flow
Downward flow of fine
Rapid falling of pieces
the rock material?
(1) life has
not changed
significantly throughout
movement
of debris
particles (mud) and
of rock from a cliff or
(1) tidal changes
(3) mass movement
Earth’s
history of soil
med by
(2) glacial erosion
(4) lava flow
large amounts of water
steep slope
(2) life has evolved from complex to simple forms
22 The presence of which index fossil in the surface
(3) many organisms that lived on Earth have
bedrock most likely indicates that a forest envibecome extinct Which process is shown in these diagrams?
ronment once existed in the region?
(1) Aneurophyton
(3) Centroceras (4) mammals developed early in the Precambrian
neous rock?
(1) chemical weathering
(3) mass movement
(2) Cystiphyllum
(4) Bothriolepis
time period
’s surface

h’s surface
water
water

(2) wind action
(4) rock abrasion
7) 23Describe
that the direction
of longshore drift
can be identified.
Which two types oftwo
rock areways
most commonly
P.S./E. Sci.–June ’07
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beneath the
undary?
density.
downward by

e mafic com-

pward by the

found as outcrops in New York State’s Newark
Lowlands landscape region?
(1) rock salt and gypsum
(2) limestone and granite
(3) gneiss and quartzite
(4) conglomerate and sandstone

34 Which rock is sedimentary in origin and formed
32 The cross section below shows a stream flowing
______________________________________________________________________________________
as a result of chemical processes?
downhill. Points A through D are locations in the
______________________________________________________________________________________
stream.
(1) granite
(3) breccia
24 Which processes most likely formed the shale
bedrock found near Ithaca, New York?
______________________________________________________________________________________
(2) shale
(4) dolostone
(1) uplift and solidification
(2) burial and compaction
(3) heat and pressure
(4) melting and recrystallization

ists infer that
y throughout

A
B

simple forms
Earth have

C

Precambrian
[4]

35 The photograph below shows an igneous rock.

Stream
D

Lake

8) Describe the characteristics of sediments that have been carried by each agent of erosion

Agent of Erosion

Characteristics of Sediments

1
2
3
4

Regents Questions

